MAxlTH Raises $200K - Debuts iPhone App
MATHdoozy for School-College Math Students
University Math Graduates provide real time, step by step solutions to math
problems submitted via app or online
FRISCO, TX and HYDERABAD, India, Sept. 7th,2016
MAxlTH LLC, a Frisco, TX based tech startup announced today the launch of its mobile
application MATHdoozy and web platform. The company has raised $200,000 from the
founders and angel investors based in the US and India to power the launch of its new app
and introduction to the US School-College education market.
The co-founders of the Company are both US experienced tech executives originally from
Hyderabad, India.

They experienced the need for real time solutions to Math problems in

case of their own children and started the Company to address the issue.

Every student

faces math problems they are unable to solve and help is not instantly available. Students
are also often reluctant to seek help publicly. MATHdoozy has recruited a network of highly
qualified university graduates in math who are standing by to solve user’s math problems
real time 24/7/365.

It is fast, it is private, it is convenient, and available on demand via app

or online.
Math is the only universal language and one needs to master it early on in life - no matter
what one’s long term ambitions or goals be - whether to grow up to be a rocket scientist, an
entrepreneur, or a businesswoman.

The MATHdoozy app is currently available only on

iOS in the Apple App Store at www.appstore.com/MATHdoozy and the Company expects to
launch its Android version very shortly. The service is also available online at
www.mathdoozy.com where discounted packages are available.
JUST SOLVE IT! That is the tagline of the Company and they are committed to solving all
math problem from any student in real time with qualified human solvers. The app is not a
calculator or a content library.
Key features of the app include:
•

All a student has to do is take a picture of the problem and submit. The problem could

be from a textbook, a question paper or even hand written in a sheet of paper;
•

The student adds a simple text message for easy reference along with the picture;

•

Notification when the solution to her problem is posted in-app;

•

An online archive of all past solutions for future reference.

"We experienced and recognized the market opportunity first hand with our own kids in the
US," said Narayan Reddy, co-founder and CEO. “MATHdoozy was designed so that every
math student could have immediate access to help with the toughest of their math problems.
Our Solvers do not know anything about the student and the entire exchange is completely
anonymous, confidential, and technically filtered to ensure appropriate content. We are
currently focused on Math only and would like to go global with an India-based fulfillment
center that provides us scalability and growth”.
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